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$40m loan to fund
new health college
Anabel Martinez
Editor-in-Chief
The University of La Verne
continues to expand into Ontario
with plans to build a new College of Health and Community
Well-Being, and a $40 million
loan from the city of Ontario to
fund it.
The College of Health and
Community Well-Being will
include nine existing programs:
master of science programs in
athletic training, child life, and
physician assistant practice;
bachelor of science programs in
health administration, kinesiology, and psychology; a master
of health administration program; master of family therapy
in psychology; and doctorate in
psychology program, President
Devorah Lieberman said.
Additionally, a new two-year
RN to BSN program designed
for registered nurses with an associates degree to increase their
higher education will be fully
online. Enrollment is still underway and is set to begin this fall
with 30 available spots and 30 in
spring 2023. Lieberman anticipates full enrollment.
The College of Health and
Community Well-Being is expected to physically open in a
new Ontario building in 2024.
“Our College of Law is in
downtown Ontario, so expanding the role of higher education
institutions was something that
(Ontario) was looking into,”
the University’s Chief Financial
Officer Avo Kechichian said.
“They’ve tried this in the past
with a couple of other institutions and they have not been
successful, but negotiations
between La Verne and Ontario
ended up being very positive. It
was a win-win both for the city

of Ontario, as well as for the
University of La Verne.”
The University and city of
Ontario agreed on a real estate
exchange, meaning the College
of Law parking lot would be
traded for approximately 40,000
square feet of land on the original Ontario Fire Station One on
425 E. B Street, which would
house the new college, and 13
acres of property surrounding
Toyota Arena on 4000 Ontario Center to construct the new
building.
A 15,000-square-foot building on 208 W. Emporia Street
in Ontario is also an option for
purchase.
The $40 million loan, a number projected by the University
six months ago based on construction and furnishing needs,
is expected to cover only the
construction and furnishing
costs of the building. The loan
was approved in April 2021 after
the city of Ontario approached
the University with the idea for
this agreement.
“We heard that there was an
opportunity in Ontario to get
some property, and possibly a
building that could be where the
College of Health is housed,”
Kathy Duncan, professor of
management, said. “We’re tight
on places on campus. And our
physician assistant program is
currently in rented space up on
Bonita (Avenue in Pomona) and
so the need for more space is
something that’s been considered all along.”
Duncan is also faculty representative of the Board of Trustees, where she reports faculty
feedback. Being a former registered nurse, she is also on the
taskforce to build this new college and acts as an adviser to the
Continued on page 11

Serving a Sip of La Verne

Jingyao Liang

Adriane Walker, spray tan technician at WYLDFLWR Beauty + Boutique in downtown La
Verne, pours wine for a guest in the spa Saturday at the Sip of La Verne Wine Walk. Local

businesses throughout the downtown area provided participants with samples of high-quality
wines and unique foods for the event. See story
on page 7.

University of La Verne leans into its HSI status
Jacob Barriga
Copy Editor

Pop music filled Sneaky
Park beside Wilson Library all
the way to the Campus Center,
during the 24-hour event last
week. Walking toward Sneaky
Park, someone was speaking
over the music announcing team
names and match-ups. A giant
see-saw was ridden by Phi Delta
Theta members, who were rocking each other back and forth
with force. The first game of a
volleyball tournament had started and there was a crowd surrounding the court.
The Teeter Totter event was
back for the first time since
2019. Things were looking back

to normal.
But across higher education,
particularly among Hispanic
Serving Institutions similar to
La Verne, there is a new normal.
As the University of La Verne
wraps up its first full year back
since the COVID-19 pandemic threw the University, with
most of higher education, into
the unknown territory of remote learning for more than a
year, the traditional undergraduate population of this Hispanic
Serving Institution has remained
mostly intact. That is despite this
massive upheaval that caused a
marked decline among college
students in general, and among
Hispanic students in particular.
The Hispanic Serving Institu-

tion designation goes to colleges
and Universities for which more
than 25% of the student body is
of Hispanic or Latinx heritage.
ULV’s population is 56% Hispanic. The University officially
became a HSI in 2014, a designation that makes the University
eligible for certain federal grants
and benefits. Since then the University has leaned into its HSI
status, which officials believe
contributed to its success in retaining students over all and particularly during the tumultuous
past two years.
In the wake of the pandemic, the total number of college
students has dropped by 2.7%,
or more than 1 million students
overall. Among Hispanic under-

graduate students, the decline
between fall 2019 and fall 2021
was 6.9% between 2019 and
2021, according to the National
Student Clearinghouse Research
Center.
The pandemic effectively
began to reverse what had been
a 20-year growth trend in the

number of Hispanic student enrollment in both two-year and
four-year colleges and universities according to the same research.
Despite these national trends,
however, the University of La
Verne has managed to sustain its
Continued on page 8
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Ispahani reflects on life
in economics and teaching
Samira Felix
Staff Writer
Ahmed Ispahani, professor of
business administration and economics, discussed his life journey in his lecture, “An Exciting
Life in Teaching and Consultancy,” Tuesday in the Quay Davis
Executive Board Room.
Ispahani discussed in detail
his childhood, education and
how he became a professor at
the University of La Verne.
Matthew Witt, professor of
public administration, introduced Ispahani by listing his
accomplishments from becoming an assistant professor of
economics at La Verne College
in 1964 to becoming a professor
of business administration and
economics in 1976.
“He is a prince among men,”
Witt said. “He has been a constant source of inspiration, wisdom, good cheer and a sort of
welcoming ambassador to everyone who is ever a new faculty member at this University. It
has been a real honor to be in the
same college with him now for
many years.”
Ispahani told how he traveled

extensively as a child because
his parents and grandparents had
a soap manufacturing business.
“As a child I became very interested in traveling and seeing
different countries around the
world. I went to school in Bombay, India; Karachi, Pakistan;
and went back and forth to Iran,”
Ispahani said.
India received its independence from Great Britain in
1947.
As a result of this, Ispahani’s
grandfather thought it would be
a good idea to close the soap
manufacturing plant they had in
India and expand the plant they
had in Pakistan.
Ispahani said that he was in
high school in Karachi, which
was run by Dutch priests, when
his parents and grandparents decided to retire and go back home
to Iran.
“We received our education in Karachi, but most of
our teachers were British. Our
exams were given to us by the
University of Cambridge,” Ispahani said. “They left me alone
in Pakistan and kept the house.
They kept a servant who took
care of me while I finished high

school.”
After high school Ispahani studied at the University of
Karachi, where he received his
bachelor’s degree in economics
in 1959.
He moved back to Iran after
college and his family wanted
him to join the family business,
but he did not want to join.
Ispahani said his uncle encouraged him to get his masters degree from the University
of Southern California, but his
family wanted him to go to the
American University of Beirut
in Lebanon.
He compromised with his
parents by agreeing to go to the
American University of Beirut,
but if he didn’t like it they would
have to let him go to USC.
“I had no plans to stay in Beirut. Beirut was so beautiful and
it was just so incredible there,
but my mind was set on California,” Ispahani said. “After a few
days in Beirut I called my parents on the phone and told them
that I didn’t like it, so they sent
me the ticket for California.”
Ispahani said after two years
he received his masters in ecoContinued on page 10

SoCalGas prepares for
future in sustainable fuel
Pedro Isao Mori
Staff Writer
The University of La Verne’s
annual Robert and Mary Neher
Global Sustainability Lecture
highlighted how natural gas
companies are preparing for the
future.
SoCalGas’ Vice President of
Communications, Local Government and Community Affairs
Andy Carrasco shared the company’s future plans for sustainable energy May 12 in Morgan
Auditorium, mainly discussing
the company’s future plans for
clean hydrogen and other ongoing projects to decrease emissions in customers’ homes.
The talk started off with President Devorah Lieberman sharing the importance of Robert
Neher’s legacy at the University.
Neher was a biology professor
from 1958 to 2013, also serving stints as interim dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, interim provost, and even as a La
Verne city council member.

Corrections

The Campus Times is
committed to accuracy.
When we make mistakes,
however, it is our policy
to correct them as soon
as they are brought to
our attention. If you find
a mistake in the Campus
Times, please let us know
at ctimes@laverne.edu.

“You would never find someone who cared more about sustainability than Bob,” Lieberman
said. “It was really important to
him that the University took the
matter seriously.”
Carrasco began his speech
by addressing a question he
commonly heard: Why is a gas
company talking about sustainability?
SoCalGas currently has about
100,000 miles of infrastructure
across Southern California and
employs about 2,000 people in
the state.
Therefore, he said they need
to begin preparing for the future
or a lot of people living in California could see consequences
like expensive energy bills, unemployment and so on.
“We have all heard of companies like Kodak and Blockbuster
that failed to prepare for the future despite seeing changes decades before,” Carrasco said. “If

we don’t begin preparing for the
future a lot of people will face
problems, the biggest one being
climate change.”
He also emphasized that
California as a whole needs to
evolve if it is going to achieve
its ambitious goals targeted at
slowing down climate change.
Carrasco added that SoCalGas was the first company in
the U.S. to add smart meters
and were the first to measure the
amounts of methane released in
renewable natural gas.
SoCalGas plans on reaching
net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2045 in all of their operations, according to Carrasco.
This includes the production
of energy, the delivery and consumption of it by customers.
They also plan on reaching
the status of a 100% clean vehicle company by 2035 with their
new fleet of Toyota Mirai vehiContinued on page 10

Campus Times Online
The award-winning Campus Times
online edition is updated throughout
the week with event coverage and
breaking news.
Visit lvcampustimes.org for current and past stories, and additional
columns and blogs.
You can like us on Facebook
and follow us on Twitter @lvcampustimes and Instagram
@campustimes for all the latest updates on local and on-campus news. Send us story ideas over social media or email to
ctimes@laverne.edu.

William Zeus Hardy

Ahmed Ispahani, professor of business administration and economics, shares stories of his upbringing and his family’s businesses
at the faculty lecture Tuesday in the Quay Davis Executive Board
Room. Ispahani has been a member of the La Verne faculty since
1964.
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New leaders talk campus culture
David Rafael Gonzalez
LV Life Editor
photography by Natalie Medrano
Nickolas Mclean, junior business administration and theater major, and Isela Chavez, sophomore legal studies and
French major, were recently elected as
president and executive vice president of
the Associated Students of the University of La Verne for the 2022-2023 school
year.
Mclean said that with the return to
in-person, there has been a fundamental
change in campus culture and having that
change in mind is important as student
leaders. He said this change in campus
culture resulted in lower student engagement.
Chavez said that improving resources
on campus is going to be one of the priorities for the upcoming year.
Both Mclean and Chavez said that
though they plan on trying to fix issues
like low student engagement, accessibility to student services and transparency,
they are open to student input on other issues that need to be addressed.
Mclean and Chavez elaborated on their
plans as ASULV leaders in an interview
with Campus Times LV Life Editor David Rafael Gonzalez. (This interview has
been edited for length.)
David Rafael Gonzalez: Why did
you decide to run?
Isela Chavez: I really have enjoyed
my time in ASULV and I’ve always been
in student government. I’ve been in student government since elementary school.
I really enjoy being proactive on campus
and making an impact. I have a lot of
goals in mind in regards to the campus,
so I wanted to continue working on that.
Nickolas Mclean: I think that it’s a
really unique opportunity to help ASULV
from an internal perspective and help create an organization that people can look at
and say, “hey how am I being advocated
for? How are my views being expressed?”
I think that being able to be in that position is an honor and something that I’ve
always wanted to work towards. I plan
on going into politics, because I’m going to go to law school, so being able to
get a sense of advocacy and seeing how
we can improve student resources and
all these different things for students on
campus and creating a University we’re
all proud to attend is something that I’d
love to help.
DRG: How will you help improve student engagement and outreach?
IC: Some of the ideas I had in mind
were to connect with different organizations on campus because personally for
me, there’s not that many people who
know what ASULV is or what we do because we focus more on internal issues,
like club funding. I want to make sure that
students are aware about what ASULV is
and what we do and the amount of outreach that we do. So just connecting with
different organizations. We have committees in ASULV and one of the goals (we
have) is to work on those committees to
make sure we are proactively working on
making an impact, like the food committee, housing committee, diversity, equity
inclusivity committee.
NM: As a University and as student
leaders, it’s easy to compare our student
engagement now to pre-COVID, but I
think there’s been a fundamental shift in
how students view college. It went from
the college experience that was advertised
to be more like “hey, I’m here to get my

Nickolas Mclean, ASULV president
degree and leave.” Part of that is if we
keep comparing ourselves to pre-COVID
numbers, it’s hard to say it’ll ever get
back to the way that it was. So just restarting and being like “this is how we did last
year, lets see how we can do better this
year,” rather than being like “three years
ago this event was massive and 80% of
the student body attended.” So that’s one
thing about it – looking at it in a different lens and not comparing ourselves to
pre-COVID. And moving forward just
making sure that we have a strong reading
on campus culture because it’s also been
a complete cultural reset. Half of our student body is gone now and we have this
new half from before and after COVID.

Isela Chavez, ASULV vice president

making sure that we are putting an effort
into making everything accessible to everyone and including those with disabilities.
NM: When it comes to diversity, one
of the important things is that. Over this
last year during one of our meetings, we
had someone come to us and explain how
we can be more accessible and they spoke
out to us on how to improve. That was a
strong realization where I was like “hey,
we should be extending the invitation
to people of communities that we need
to represent more. and have them attend
our meetings to get their perspective”
because, you know, I can speculate all I
want but I won’t be able to fundamentally

‘I’m passionate about making an impact, so making sure
I put that to use as my position as vice president and
tying it back to student engagement. Student
engagement has suffered a lot since we’re back
in person and I want to make sure that students feel
supported through ASULV.’
—Isela Chavez,
2022-2023 ASULV vice president
It’s just a different culture now and being
in tune with what that culture is and structuring events and planning around that so
we can create events that students are excited for and want to attend.
DRG: To you, what is the importance
of diversity and inclusivity? How will
you advocate for student voices with that
in mind?
IC: I’m actually a part of the diversity equity and inclusivity committee this
year, and I hold diversity as a strong value
of mine. I love being part of a community
and organization that values diversity. For
me I plan on working on that by continuing to work on collaboration with mental
health resources. I know a lot of students
struggle with mental health, especially
from the transition back in person and
it was difficult for a lot of students. And
also accessibility services as well, just

improve. I only have my own ideas from
others’ ideas, and hearing the people from
the communities we want to improve accessibility is the main goal.
DRG: What issues do you see in the
food and housing services, and how do
you hope to improve them?
NM: I’m actually head of the food
committee right now, and I noticed that a
lot of students tend to prefer Barb’s over
The Spot. So I was like, if that’s true, first
off how do we improve The Spot so they
can be more equal, and how do we make
it so students can have more access to
Barb’s? So those were the two questions
I wanted to answer. So one of the things
we’re going to be rolling out next year is
called the “Late Night Swipe” and that
was something ASULV took strong initiative in and we went in to improve. That’s
going to be a swipe where after The Spot

closes at 8 p.m., from 8 to 10 p.m., you
can use your meal swipe at Barb’s instead
of Leo Points. That was really important
and moving forward, increasing the variety students have and improving hours.
I know students want things like having
The Spot serve hot food for longer and
more often.
IC: And in regards to housing, I’m one
of the heads of the housing committee.
I’m in partnership with RHA, the Residence Hall Association, and as an outof-state student myself, I want to make
sure that I hear everyone’s opinions about
housing and how we can improve that environment. There have been a lot of issues
like the food and making it more accessible and every resident has the resources
that they need. One thing that we’re implementing currently is we’re adding free
menstrual products in the bathrooms of
the residence halls and they started putting them up in Citrus a few weeks ago.
We’re going to continue adding them
throughout the summer to hopefully have
it done by next semester. Since that issue
came up, I want to work on making sure
that’s implemented throughout campus
and not just in the residence halls.
DRG: How will you improve transparency with the University?
NM: One of the biggest issues is that
ASULV should function as an immediate
connection between the student body and
faculty and advisers. It’s a two step process: first making sure that ASULV is also
aware. We also need to make sure that we
have that. So one of the things that I’m
going to be doing is with all of the meetings with the University making sure that
someone from ASULV is there. One of
the things we talked about – I don’t want
people to get too excited about it – was a
podcast. So we could attend these meetings and maybe have a podcast once or
twice a month to talk about everything
that’s going on and what ASULV is doing.
DRG: What student resources within
ASULV committees and on campus are
you hoping to expand?
IC: There’s a lot of resources on campus that a lot of students just don’t know
Continued on page 4
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Proposal would codify abortion rights
Olivia Modarelli
Staff Writer
California lawmakers are
proposing a state constitutional
amendment to protect a woman’s right to choose to have an
abortion.
This comes as a result of the
leaked opinion regarding the Supreme Court’s pending decision
to overturn Roe v. Wade earlier
this month.
On May 2, in response to the
historic U.S. Supreme Court
leak, California Gov. Gavin
Newsom announced the state’s
intention to codify abortion
rights.

“California will not stand
idly by as women across America are stripped of their rights
and the progress so many have
fought for gets erased. We will
fight. California is proposing an
amendment to enshrine the right
to choose in our state constitution so that there is no doubt as
to the right to abortion in this
state. We know we can’t trust the
Supreme Court to protect reproductive rights, so California will
build a firewall around this right
in our state constitution. Women will remain protected here,”
the statement by the governor’s
office read.
Some members of the La

Verne community agree with the
sanctity of this right.
“I appreciate California codifying it into (pending) law,” said
Judy Holiday, associate professor of rhetoric and communication studies. “But I think that
it needs to be codified into law
federally.”
Holiday said that the U.S. Supreme Court’s pending decision
is a red flag that other liberties
could be at risk as well.
“We expand rights when we
realize there was bias or discrimination and we make changes,”
said Zandra Wagoner, University chaplain and assistant professor of philosophy and religion.

“The thought that we take rights
away is so morally corrupt.”
California Senate President
Pro Tempore Toni G. Atkins,
D-San Diego, said via email
that she and her colleagues take
constitutional amendments very
seriously and that any amendments made better be made for
a good reason.
“Ensuring and enshrining
women’s right to their own bodily autonomy and preventing any
rollback of the access women
have had to safe and legal abortion is a damn good reason,”
she said. “This constitutional
amendment will make it crystal
clear that in California, women

are in control of their own bodies, lives, and destinies.”
No matter the outcome of this
proposed law, Wagoner said it is
important to remember that California is part of a larger community and that the state, along
with other states, needs to remain part of the ongoing national conversation no matter what
rights are reserved here.
“The rights of women in a
community or country speaks
greatly to the health and well-being of that community or country,” Wagoner said.
Olivia Modarelli can be
reached at olivia.modarelli@
laverne.edu.

Act would decriminalize marijuana nationally
Pedro Isao Mori
Staff Writer

The Marijuana Opportunity
Reinvestment and Expungement, or MORE, act, which
was approved by Congress
and awaiting a Senate hearing,
would decriminalize marijuana
use, manufacturing and distribution and possession at the federal level.
The proposed law, however,
stops short of legalization, allowing state legislatures the authority over marijuana legalization for medical or recreational
purposes.
One of the most significant
parts of the bill is the expungement clause, which means that

all people currently incarcerated
for marijuana-related offenses would be released and their
criminal records for marijuana-related offenses would be
erased.
The bill’s sponsor, Rep. Jerry
Nadler, D-New York, advocates
“descheduling” marijuana – in
reference to the drug being a
Schedule I substance under the
Controlled Substances Act – and
legalizing it for medical and recreational use.
“The bill also eliminates
barriers to medical research,
allows the VA to recommend
medical marijuana to veterans
living with PTSD, and it allows
financial institutions to service
the marijuana industry,” Nadler

wrote in a recent press release.
“It provides for expungement or resentencing of certain
federal marijuana arrests and
convictions, and it supports expungement programs at the state
and local levels,” Nadler wrote
in the April press release.
ULV Assistant Professor
of Sociology Nicholas Athey
called the bill a step in the right
direction.
“I think on the equity and social justice side, I would echo in
the research I’m doing, looking
at … the failed war on drugs.”
Athey said, adding that he is
looking at the arrest rates and
sentencing outcomes among
non-white marijuana offenders.
A recent report in Business

La Verne faces a rash of
catalytic converter thefts
Pedro Isao Mori
Staff Writer
A series of catalytic converter thefts have occurred on
or close to the University of La
Verne’s campus recently. So far
six cases have been reported to
Campus Safety, with four of
them occurring in campus lots
or structures.
The most recent incident
was April 19, when two suspects were seen on camera driving into the parking structure
and approaching a vehicle.
Because of the spot the car
was parked in, the cameras did
not capture the suspects actually stealing the part..
The only information obtained was the license plate of
the vehicle the suspects drove
into the parking structure.
A catalytic converter is a car
part that takes carbon monoxide
and converts it to less dangerous carbon dioxide.
Thieves target them because
they contain precious metals
like rhodium and platinum,
which fetch high prices when
resold.
According to Director of
University Safety Operations
Ruben Ibarra, this type of theft

is fairly easy, which is why it
has become common here and
across the state.
It takes just a few minutes
for suspects to remove the part
and leave the site.
“This is something that is
happening all across California,” Ibarra said. “It’s extremely easy to target because of how
simple it is for them to steal a
catalytic converter.”
Despite the fact that Campus Safety is headquartered in
the D Street Parking Structure,
thieves were still able to get
away with the part on April 19.
Ibarra said Campus Safety is
not short-staffed.
It is just hard to limit this
kind of crime because of its nature, he said.
Campus
Safety
officer
Charles Stevens said there
seems to be a pattern where
suspects target cars parked in
locations that are just outside of
camera view or in areas that are
obstructed by trees. Therefore,
most of these thefts have not
been caught on camera.
He added there is currently no evidence that proves this
April theft was an inside job.
The local thefts are part of a
growing trend across the nation.

According to data from the
insurance company State Farm,
catalytic converter thefts increased by 293% nationwide
between July 2020 and June
2021, compared with the previous one-year period.
To deal with increasing catalytic converter thefts in California, the state legislature is
considering a bill which, among
other things, would require car
dealers to put vehicle identification numbers on catalytic converters themselves and require
vendors to keep track of all
converters sold at store.
Senate Bill 919, authored
by state Sen. Brian W. Jones,
R-Santee, is making its way
through the legislative process.
For now, Ibarra recommends
that people park in well-lit areas
where there is a “large flow” of
people.
Campus Safety also patrols
the D Street structure at least
once an hour to keep an eye out
for attempted robberies.
People with large cars or
slightly older cars should also
be careful because their catalytic converters are easier to steal.
Pedro Isao Mori can be
reached
at
pedro.mori@
laverne.edu.

Insider found that an estimated
80% to 90% of legal marijuana
businesses in the industry are
white-owned, while nearly half
of the marijuana-related arrests
in 2018 were of Blacks and Latinos, who make up just over 30%
of the population.
Professor of Sociology and
Criminology Sharon Davis said
she believes that the positive
effects of legalizing marijuana
are visible in the states with the
most liberal marijuana laws.
“One of the first states that
legalized marijuana was Col-

orado,” Davis said. “They’ve
been at it longer (than California). There has been a dramatic
downturn in numbers of crimes
committed. The taxes have led
to a surplus in the state budget,
and the state has started giving
back checks for a couple of hundred dollars to residents.”
The MORE Act still needs
to be taken up by the Senate. A
date has not been set for Senate
discussion or vote.
Pedro Isao Mori can be
reached pedro.mori@laverne.
edu.

ASULV...
Continued from page 4
about or don’t use. So making
sure that students are aware of
these resources and tying them
back to our committees and
making sure that we are listening
to students when issues come up
so we can work on them.
NM: Improving resources
just overall in different aspects.
All of our committees correspond to specific resources on
campus. So making sure that we
improve our committees’ functions, it should translate to an
increase and improvement in the
resources.
DRG: What are your hopes
for the upcoming year?
IC: I’m passionate about
making an impact, so making sure I put that to use as my
position as vice president and
tying it back to student engagement. Student engagement has
suffered a lot since we’re back
in person and I want to make
sure that students feel supported
through ASULV.
NM: My hope is that next
year, students feel like they’re
being heard. That’s a fundamental issue, especially between
faculty and the higher ups on

campus. It feels like sometimes
the student body voice falls on
flat ears, so I hope that we can
do our best to fix that. I can’t be
responsible for what the higher
ups do, but I hope our voices
are heard. I’m also really hopeful for a student body and an
ASULV that’s really exciting.
We’re all feeling that there’s a
momentum into the new year,
and I’m excited for that.
DRG: Do you have any last
thoughts or messages?
NM: Our senate meetings are
3 p.m. to 4 p.m. every Monday,
you can also drop in for office
hours in our Student Affairs
suite. If there’s literally any moment where you feel like you’re
not being heard or issues that
need to be spoken up, please
come to us. We can only fix issues that we’re aware of.
IC: Also follow us on Instagram and to be on the lookout
for any events we have. And to
please stop by during our office
hours with any concerns you
may have.
David Rafael Gonzalez can
be reached at david.gonzalez9@
laverne.edu.

It’s Not Your Fault.
1.800.656.HOPE

National Sexual Assault Hotline
Free. Confidential. 24/7.
(Operated by RAINN—the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network)
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Watering restrictions set for June 1
Samira Felix
Staff Writer
The Metropolitan Water
District of Southern California
declared a water shortage emergency on April 27, and issued a
one-day-a-week outdoor watering restriction for parts of Los
Angeles, Ventura and San Bernardino counties, which is home
to about 6 million southern Californians effective June 1.
Parts of Los Angeles, Ventura and San Bernardino counties
depend on water from Northern
California, via the State Water
Project.
According to the State Water Project it is a multipurpose
water storage and distribution
system. It is an assortment of
canals, pipelines, reservoirs and
hydroelectric power facilities
that deliver clean water to 27
million Californians, 750,000
acres of farmland, and businesses throughout California.
Water agencies affected by
the restrictions will let their
communities know the penalties
and what their restrictions are.
The city of La Verne water
agency has placed the University of La Verne in Phase V of
the water restrictions. According to the city of La Verne title
13 municipal code Phase V includes commercial nurseries,
golf courses, and other water
dependent industries.
Phase V restrictions include
only being able to water outdoors one hour before sunset
and 10 a.m. for no more than
five minutes per day and it can
not exceed more than 20 minutes per week.
Garth Jones, physical plant
operations and systems director
at the University, said these restrictions are going to cause the
University to look into the efficiency of what they are watering
and how they are watering it,
but it will not affect the way the
landscaping looks.
President Devorah Lieberman said in an emailed interview that the University will be

Nathan Driscoll

The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California has declared a water shortage emergency, and are ordering outdoor water
working with the campus comyear of drought.
munity and the contract land“It has been a record-breakscapers to reduce water as much
ing historic drought,” Kimitch
as possible.
said. “We are seeing conditions
“We are continuously partunlike anything we have ever
nering with our landscapers to
seen in Northern California,
reduce water usage,” Lieberman
where we get nearly a third of
said. “Where possible we have
our water supply for Southern
installed drip irrigation. We are
California.”
asking for the community’s help
Although there was record
in identifying leaks and water
snow in December in the Sierra
waste across the campus. We
Nevada mountains, the snoware also looking at installing rain
pack, which we depend on for
shutoff devices. In the buildings
much of our water, has mostly
through the campus we have inalready melted.
stalled water saving faucets to
Kimitch said that in the past
limit water consumption.”
the snowpack slowly melted and
Jones said the University will
flowed down the mountains into
be more diligent of the amount
the Metropolitan Water District
of water it is using.
reservoirs and then the water
Rebecca Kimitch, Metropoliwas distributed to the State Watan Water District program manter Project during the summer
ager, said the one-day-a-week
when demands were high in
outdoor watering restrictions is
Southern California. Climate
because California is in its third
change, however, has called for

usage be restricted to just one day a week for about 6 million people
in parts of Los Angeles, Ventura and San Bernardino counties.
new strategies.
structure constraints, they use
“The hotter and drier temthe limited State Water Project
peratures that we are seeing
water that there is, and that is
because of climate change are
fine,” Kimitch said. “There is
causing our snow pack to disjust no water for the State Wasipate and disappear in a way
ter Project, which is why these
that we have never seen before,”
areas are being put on these reKimitch said.
strictions.”
January to March in the past
The Metropolitan Water Dishave been the wettest months,
trict will place penalties on wabut this year they were the driest
ter agencies that are not complyJanuary to March the state has
ing with the restrictions.
ever seen, which is what has led
“There are penalties and ento the emergency restrictions.
forcement, but the bottom line is
Kimitch said that there have
if people aren’t doing this then
always been droughts and dry
it is going to get worse,” Kimyears in California.
itch said. “This isn’t a drill, this
“When there is a dry year in
is a very real situation where we
California, typically we just take
currently do not have the water
Colorado River water and give it
supply to meet demands.”
to all those areas that can receive
For more information on how
Colorado River water,” Kimitch
to save water, visit bewaterwise.
said. “And then in the areas that
com.
can only get State Water Project
Samira Felix can be reached
water because of all these infraat samira.felix@laverne.edu

Air Resources Board spokesman, said gasoline vehicles are
responsible for about 40% of
greenhouse gas emissions in
California. This proposal would
reduce them substantially.
Gov. Gavin Newsom said last
week that California will continue to lead the way with bold
policies and investments for climate change.
“Our Advanced Clean Cars
Program is a critical tool for
driving innovative ZEV technology,” Newsom said in an
emailed statement. “And this
proposed regulation puts us on
a path to 100% zero-emission
vehicle sales by 2035. Backed
by our historic $10 billion ZEV
package, we’re ramping up efforts to clean the air in our communities and expand access and
affordability for all.”
There are two parts to the Air

like a lot… but you have to remember the mortality and illness assessment that we are doing only calculates a portion of
the fine particulate matter and
the impact it has,” Clergen said.
Clergen added that the cost
of maintenance and repairs for
electric vehicles is up to 40%
lower.
“The overall project, we
project, will cost a total of about
$289 billion over the life of the
program,” Clergen said. “But
the total benefits will be somewhere in the neighborhood of
$338 million, and that does not
include health benefits because
you can not quantify all of
those.”
The other big change is quality assurance. This is due to the
reality that new electric vehicles
are too expensive for many residents, making the secondary

Proposal would halt new gas car sales by 2026
Megan Mojica
Staff Writer

The California Air Resources Board has begun drafting the
Advanced Clean Cars II Proposal, a set of regulations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and increase the number of zero-emission vehicles for sale.
Under the proposal, California residents would not be able
to buy new gasoline-powered
vehicles starting in 2026, though
they could still buy or sell used
ones.
The proposal is an extension
of the state’s Advanced Clean
Cars program that went into effect in 2012 to reduce pollutants
and greenhouse gas emissions
through regulations and the introduction of low-emission vehicles by 2025.
Dave Clergen, California

Resources Board proposal: The
zero-emission vehicle program,
and the low-emission vehicle
program, which goes back to
previous regulations dealing
with internal combustion engines.
Millions of tons of particulate
matter in three categories including organic reactive compounds,
soot, and greenhouse gasses will
be reduced under the proposed
rule, which would have a positive impact on the health of Californians.
Clergen said the change could
result in 1,270 fewer deaths
from cardiopulmonary deaths,
208 fewer hospital admissions
for cardiovascular disease, 249
fewer hospital admissions for
respiratory illness, and 639 fewer emergency room visits for
asthma.
“Now that does not sound

market critical, Clergen said.
Reactions to the proposal
have been mixed; Clergen said
some people believe they are
moving too fast, particularly
auto makers.
Sarah MacLean, assistant
professor of biology at the University, said she believes this
proposal is a step in the right
direction.
“It is not waiting to see what
will happen once-or-if we run
out of these gas resources,”
MacLean said. “It is instead
saying we see these changes in
our environment and our human health… and we can’t wait
around.”
The proposal is set for initial
consideration by the Air Resources Board on June 9.
Megan Mojica can be
reached at megan.mojica@
laverne.edu.
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Candidates talk L.A. County solutions
Joseph Chavez
Staff Writer

Candid ates for Los Angeles
County Superior Court judge
attended a judicial candidate forum sponsored by the NAACP
and the Latino and Latina
Roundtable of the San Gabriel
and Pomona Valley on May 6 in
Morgan Auditorium.
The candidates pitched their
legal views and expertise to an
audience of about 20. All candidates sat onstage and, one by
one, gave three-minute speeches
about themselves and why they
were running.
The candidates included
Melissa Hammond, Georgia
Huerta, Keith Koyano, Klint
McKay, Carolyn Jiyoung Park,
Shan Thever, Elizabeth Lashley-Haynes, Melissa Lyons,
Leslie Gutierrez, Naser Khoury,
Karen A. Brako, Patrick Hare,
Richard Quiñones, Kevin Thomas McGurk and University of La
Verne Assistant Professor of Legal Studies Thomas Allison.   
Allison spoke on the importance of having judges who can
properly explain the law to people who may not have legal expertise.
“Unless the people on the
bench actually understand the
issues people face regarding
these laws, it doesn’t make a
difference how we enact them,”
Allison said.
Allison said he aims to use
his experience as a law professor
to help others understand terms
used in the legal world for their
own benefit.
“As a professor I taught over
60 legal courses, meaning I have
the ability to communicate laws
thoroughly to someone without
legal background,” Allison said.
Huerta, a Los Angeles County deputy district attorney, connected her drive to be an attorney with her candidacy.
“Throughout my life, I’ve
seen cops who did protect and
serve and some that did not have
dignity or respect… as a result
of that I wanted to do something
so I became an attorney,” Huerta
said.
Huerta said her past experiences made her realize the importance of rehabilitation rather

than disciplinary action.
“I worked in an alternative
sentencing court where the purpose was rehabilitation, not punishment and incarceration, and
I’m telling you it works,” Huerta said. “The court was geared
toward the homeless, people
suffering from a mental illness,
substance abuse cases and our
veterans.”
Lashley-Haynes, a Los Angeles County deputy public
defender, also believes rehabilitation is key to bettering a community.
“I’ve noticed a cycle that’s
motivated me to run,” Lashley-Haynes said. “I see that
crime is not going anywhere,
yet we do the revolving cycle of
sending people in and out of jail.
There is a better way that we
treat addiction, mental health,
homelessness. We need to treat
these things in order to create
better citizens.”
Lyons, a deputy district attorney for Los Angeles County,
emphasized the necessity of diversity and plans to do the same
if she were to fill the judge position.
“What I’ve seen in the criminal justice system is bad decisions that have harmed victims
and defendants,” Lyons said.
“The solution I bring to this system is diversity.”
Lyons said her focus on diversity makes her a strong candidate.
“Diversity is more than just
me being Black, being a woman,
or being an immigrant,” Lyons
said. “Diversity is also about
experiences in my life, such as
community service, which has
exposed me to a lot.”
Audience members could
also ask the candidates questions. One of the audience
members asked about what they
would offer to fix the justice system as of now.
Park, a public union sector
staff attorney, answered this
question by bringing up the need
for diverse perspectives.
“To change our justice system we need to incorporate people with new perspectives, with
perspectives that are in line with
your own perspectives,” Park
said.

Drake Ingram

Assistant Professor of Legal Studies Thomas Allison, a candidate for Superior Court judge, speaks
about his beliefs on the justice system and debates

against other candidates during the Judicial Candidates’ Forum held May 6 in Morgan Auditorium. Election day is June 7.

Park referenced the debate
around abortion rights and the
possible overturning Roe v.
Wade, and discussed how the
United States Supreme Court is
failing us.
“With respect to the Supreme
Court, we have judges who are
not aligned with our own values and lack these new perspectives,” Park said.

Another question posed to
the judicial candidates was how
they would help people with
mental illnesses and similar circumstances.
Hammond, a Los Angeles
County deputy district attorney,
said incarceration is not a treatment for people facing these issues.
“I offer substitutions to jail

for people with mental illness,
where instead we get them on a
treatment or a path to recovery
instead of being incarcerated,”
Hammond said.
The California Primary election is June 7. For more information, visit sos.ca.gov.
Joseph Chavez can be
reached at joseph.chavez2@
laverne.edu.

The candidates sat shoulder-to-shoulder in sections designated by their geographical
districts, on the Community
Center stage before an audience
of approximately 50.
The debate, hosted by the
San Bernardino County Superior Court Judge Stanford Reichert, was broken down into
five phases.
The first phase consisted of
three minutes for each candidate to introduce themselves and
give their opening statements. In
these opening statements some
candidates expressed their dislike for the five-district system.
“We will be voting less often and have less representation

than we have now,” said Johnson in his opening remarks.  
Among other topics brought
up in opening statements were
public safety, specifically surrounding the Gold Line construction and the fear of vagrancy it could bring into La Verne,
and financial stability.
In phase two of the debate,
candidates were asked two questions and had two minutes to answer each question. Every candidate had the same question,
which regarded the Gold Line
and what they plan on doing
when it comes to the unhoused
community expected to come
with it.
“We have a state that is

friendly to inviting and funding
these kinds of lifestyles, then,
we are definitely up against
something that is much bigger
than La Verne, but what can La
Verne do for itself?” said Gabaldon, who is running against
Kashifalghita for District Three.
“We can look to each other and
anticipate where it is these problems will exist.”
Gabaldon proposed the idea
of an app that allows residents
of La Verne to post the location
of a house-housed person so other residents and officials can be
alerted.  
Emphasis was put on public
safety when it came to this quesContinued on page 10

City Council candidates discuss safety in debate
Vincent M. Franco
Staff Writer
Candidates for the La Verne
City Council participated in a
town hall debate on May 12 at
the La Verne Community Center
on D Street. This event marked
the first debate since the city of
La Verne took on a five-district
election system with a rotating
mayor, in response to the state’s
new redistricting law to increase
representation in cities. Election
day is June 7.
The candidates for District
One are Steven Johnson, a former city council member who
is currently an insurance broker,
and Muir Davis, a senior proj-

ects manager for the City of La
Verne. District Three candidates
are Meshal “Kash” Kashifalghita, an Army reserves major and
police officer; and Joseph Gabaldon, who is currently a CEO
for a coding curriculum company.
For District Four, the candidates are Tim Hepburn, current
La Verne mayor; videographer
and photographer Richard Gill;
and Estella V. Maldonado, who
has been working in the tech industry for over 30 years.
Districts Two and Five are
not up for election this cycle.
Those seats are held by city
council members Rick Crosby
and Wendy M. Lau.
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Little libraries encourage literacy
Yulissa Chavez
Staff Writer

Little Free Libraries are book
stands, usually stationed on
both public and private properties, aimed toward creating
an accessible place for people
to exchange books to promote
literacy and reading within communities.
Cesar Chavez Park, located
on 2720 Barjud Ave. in Pomona, is 10 minutes away from the
University of La Verne campus
and has been home to a Little
Free Library for a little over a
year.
Yesenia Miranda Meza, steward for the Little Free Library at
Cesar Chavez Park, grew up in
the area for her whole life. A
council member proposed the
idea to build a park when the
area was only a dirt field.
Anyone can become a steward of a Little Free Library by
following the steps on the Little Free Library website. This
is where Yesenia and her father,
Jesus Miranda, developed the
idea of becoming steward to one
and showed up to the meeting to
include themselves and their input in the conversation. Miranda
helped her design and maintain
the little free library when it was
added to Cesar Chavez Park.  
“We saw it as an opportunity
years ago, to make it happen for
our community since there are
some underprivileged communities that don’t have access to
books,” Meza said.
The Latino and Latina Round
Table has adopted Cesar Chavez
Park informally through their
history and active participation
in the park. Fabian Pavon, parks
and recreation commissioner
of Pomona, suggested their involvement with a little free library book drive.
This drive began with the
collection of books that were related to ethnic studies.
“The first round was specifi-

cally Latinx literature and books
that people would not normally
have access to and reflective of
the stories of Latinx and people
of color,” Lina Mira, director of
the Latino and Latina Round Table of the San Gabriel and Pomona Valley said.
Today all kinds of books including comic books, textbooks,
and even recipe books are available at the little free library as
well as other resources to benefit
the community.
“We sometimes put nonperishables, snacks and water as
well,” Mira said. “Little free
libraries are a source of unity
and depending on how it is organized they will fulfill a need,
such as someone facing food insecurity.”
The maintenance of this little
free library is directed by Pavon
who shared the struggles that
this public library faces and the
steps it takes to continue to keep
it in good condition for the community.
“It gets vandalized a lot, so I
created a volunteer sheet so our
volunteers could check on the
little free library once a month
and make sure that the library is
fully stocked, report any damages and on top of that, check up
on the park,” Pavon said.
Pavon shares the feedback
that the community has expressed through the addition of
the free little library at Cesar
Chavez Park.
“In communities where they
are not used to investments in
their neighborhoods, they see
that someone cares about the
neighborhood and positive engagement,” Pavon said.
Little free libraries are resourceful and something that
anyone can enjoy during their
visit to the park.
“The fact that you can walk
over, grab a book and read it or
parents being able to read books
to kids right then and there. You
Continued on page 11

Armida Carranza

A little free library was set up at Cesar Chavez
Park in Pomona to allow the community to pick up
community books or leave books for others. This

little free library, which has been up for a year,
also sometimes has nonperishable foods to help
those with food insecurity.

Sip of La Verne attracts wine lovers after hiatus
Hien Nguyen
Arts Editor

In the balmy weather of
spring, wine lovers enjoyed
sips of refreshing wines, flavorful bites and live music as they
strolled through downtown La
Verne at the 8th annual Sip of La
Verne Wine Walk on Saturday.
The annual event, hosted by
The Old Town La Verne Business Association, returned after
a two-year pause due to the pandemic.
Brian Bowcock, Three Valleys Municipal Water District
vice president, has been involved since the first La Verne

wine walk and said he was excited to see a great turn out for
the reinstated event.
“The first one wasn’t as big
as this because people weren’t
aware, but people have been
showing out more every year,”
Bowcock said. “I love networking with people and I would like
more of the students of the University who are eligible to attend
the event to come and let them
meet the community they’re involved in.”
The wine walk not only introduced participants to a selection
of premium wines – from reds,
whites to sparkling – but also
celebrated and highlighted the

small businesses in the community.
Participants 21 and over were
given a lanyard with 12 slots for
wine tasting and a commemorative wine glass to use at each
pouring location throughout
downtown La Verne.
Check-ins began at 4:30 p.m.
to 6:30 p.m. at two locations,
including Mainiero Square right
next to the University.
The downtown district came
alive from its usual tranquil state
with crowds of people excitedly chattering their way up and
down the streets that was echoing live music played by different bands at every corner.

One of the bands, Free Wing,
played groovy throwback classic rock hits outside of Mi Cocina Mexican Grill, which offered
food for pedestrians passing by.
Friends Val de Leon, Mattea
Bertain and Carina Montoya
from Pomona said they loved
the atmosphere and ambiance
of the music that followed them
along their walking path.
“It’s my first time in Old
Town and first time at the wine
walk and it has been fun to try
the selection of food that was offered from the local businesses,”
Bertain said.
Rocking a “Wine All Day”
shirt, La Verne resident Wen-

dy Garman was spotted with a
glass of rosé to combat the warm
weather.
Garman enjoyed the event
with her husband Gary and dog
Trooper.
“It’s great to see the local
store owners and neighbors we
haven’t seen for a while because
of the pandemic,” Garman said.
“It’s kind of like a little reunion
really.”
One of the pouring locations
was WYLDFLWR Beauty +
Boutique, a business that was
opened last year next to Warehouse Pizza.
Cryotherapy and spray tan
Continued on page 11
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LSF celebrates with Bienvenida
The Latino Student Forum
hosted its Bienvenida to celebrate the end of the year and introduce the club’s new executive
board on May 13 at Faschanct
Court.
Outgoing LSF President
Yulissa Chavez, junior communications major, addressed the
more than 50 guests who attended the end-of year celebration
“It is really rewarding to see
people come out to our events
and enjoy a space that celebrates
their cultures or allows them to
learn about our culture,” Chavez
said.
“LSF has connected me with
so many amazing people and
created some of the best memories within college and I hope
that others also.”
The new executive board for
the 2022 to 2023 school year
will include President Jose Miguel, sophomore social science
major; Vice President Alyssa
Galaviz, sophomore kinesiology major; Events Coordinator
Arely Jimenez, sophomore studio arts major; Secretary Keiry
Villatoro, sophomore sociology
major; and Marketing Director
Sergio Morones, freshman computer science major.
There was plenty of food in-

cluding burritos, desserts and
more. There were also activities,
including a caricature artist and
games.
And Spanish language music
played.
Chavez, outgoing LSF president and junior communications major, hosted many of the
games, starting off with a virtual
Loteria.
The winner of the Loteria
round won an Angels fan basket,
including an Angels shirt, VISA
gift card, snacks and water bottles.
There was also a scavenger
hunt and musical chairs. One
of the game prizes was a finals
week self-care basket.
Another prize basket was
themed for summer and included an Igloo cooler, airpods, and
more for a beach day.
Chavez was emotional when
she spoke to the group about the
challenging past two years.
“The transition from online
to in-person was a challenge we
went through as an organization,” Chavez said.
“I am glad that we are hosting
Bienvenida to celebrate our accomplishments throughout this
year and still get people excited
about continuing to be part of

Drake Ingram

Kaimei Miyagi, sophomore English major, and
Cai Morgan, sophomore business administration
major, fight for their place in the final round of
a game of musical chairs at the Latino Student

Forum’s Bienvenida event May 12 in Fasnacht
Court. The event served as a celebration of the
end of the semester and an introduction to the
club’s new executive board.

LSF in the following year,” she
said.
Araceli Martin, LSF treasurer and junior biology major,
reflected on the club’s sense of
community.
“I first joined LSF because I

wanted to find a community on
campus that connected to my
cultural roots and gain leadership experience which this past
year I was able to fulfill.” Martin
said.
“I hope that students take

away from today that LSF will
also be here next year and to get
as involved as they can, even if
it is not a position on E-board,
because we always are appreciative of the help.”
—Joslyn Aguilar

the essays or help find financial
aid, and sometimes the parents
don’t even know how to voice
their concerns.”
Gutiérrez also said that the
Latinx students she mentors
struggle between their responsibilities to their families and their
college workloads.
“The first-generation students struggle because they
don’t know what they need to
apply for college,” Gutiérrez
said, adding that once they enroll, “for the Latinx students,
there is a sense of responsibility for both home and college.
Instead of spending extra time
here studying, meeting with professors, or meeting other people,
these students have to go home
and take care of their siblings or
even work to help the family financially.”
A recent article, “The Missing Hispanic Students” in the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
highlighted that the combination
of the pandemic forcing many
blue-collar jobs out of commission for a brief period, and Latinx students more likely coming from low-income families
with also being first generation
college students, led Latinx students to delay college to work
to help support their families, or
take on the role of a third parent to their little siblings. Most
of whom were homeschooling
for at least the first year of the
pandemic.
“It’s difficult to balance
school and family,” said Giselle
Lopez, a senior kinesiology
major at ULV, who is also a
first-generation college student.
“Trying to do both and adding

work as well is hard. Having
to drive home when something
happens and missing school
sucks, but the professors here
understand that family stuff happens. And they understand that
sometimes I have to take care of
my family.”
Lopez, who graduates this
month, has enjoyed her time
at ULV because she feels that
ULV has provided her with the
support she has needed to finish
school, and she understands that
there are people here for her.
“My experience at La Verne
has been the best ever,” Lopez
said. “La Verne is family oriented and this is what makes
it feel like home to me. The
school support system is strong,
and even though I haven’t used
them, I know I have resources
and support when I need it.
“My family has been supportive during my time here
at school,” Lopez added. “I do
have responsibilities I still need
to attend to, but my family allows me to stay on top of my
school work still.”
“We have worked to engage
in the conversation about what it
means to be an HSI,” Loera said.
“We have worked in coordination with the Alliance of Hispanic Serving Institution Educators,
an organization that helps educators network and collaborate
to support underserved populations of students including Latinx students, that has helped us
stay focused on the pragmatic
practices of providing service to
our community.”
Now as we approach a demographic dip in the college
age group, due to the 2008 mar-

ket crash lowered birth rates,
institutions are looking to tap
into California and other states’
larger Latinx populations. Loera
said he expects more colleges to
begin to reach out to these population pools in order to keep enrollment numbers from dipping
even lower.
“I really liked La Verne because of its close-knit community, and my parents have been
really proud of me being able to
come to college and make something out of myself,” said Ana
Hernandez, who graduated in
January with a degree in political science.
“La Verne sent out letters
and have had web pages that
are bilingual that have helped
my mom understand what is going on at ULV. And I think the
events like all the graduation
ones are great because they included my parents throughout
the entire experience.”
Hernandez also described
the responsibility of helping to
provide for her family and the
responsibility she feels to stay in
touch with her home life.
“I have felt that I needed
to provide due to some family stuff,” she said. “It was very
instilled in me that I should
make something of myself and
be financially independent because my mom always told me
I should have something for
myself. I have felt I needed to
be active with my family even
though I haven’t lived at home
for almost 4 years. I still call every day and visit home as much
as I can.”
Jacob Barriga can be reached
at jacob.barriga@laverne.edu.

HSI status...

Continued from page 1
Latinx student population according to Factbook, a part of
Tableau Public, a data sharing
website that displays enrollment
numbers, among other important
data.
University officials say this
relative success is based on a variety of factors, with the fact that
people of Hispanics and Latinx
origin make up 48% of the population of Los Angeles County,
according to the 2020 Census.
“Our geography benefits us,”
said Daniel Loera, the University’s director of multicultural
affairs. “It makes us attractive
because we are so close. People have a connection from La
Verne with people they trust. It
helps them understand the benefits they can get from coming to
La Verne.”
Mary Aguayo, the University’s vice president of enrollment management, said ULV
also does specific outreach to
help make college accessible,
such working with 50 local high
schools, where administrators
meet with students to help them
figure out how to fill out their
Free Application for Federal
Student Aid and work on their
financial aid.
In 2020 the University made
SATs optional for incoming students. Aguayo said La Verne
made this decision because SAT
scores do not reflect students
and their ability to perform and
achieve in college. Numerous
studies support this notion, finding that wealthier students earn
higher SAT scores than their
lower-income peers.
“We started providing (bilingual) orientation for the parents

about 10 years ago,” Loera said.
“At first, there were only a few
people that could speak Spanish to the parents that came to
visit. Now when we have these
orientations, there are about two
or three bilingual administrators
per department ready to present
to the parents in Spanish, and it
shows the dedication of the University as a whole. We want parents to discuss their feelings and
understand that we are here and
they are not alone.”
Loera said the University
understands Latinx culture, and
the fear some parents may have
about their child leaving for
school. He said La Verne strives
to provide the families with all
the tools and opportunities to
understand how the school can
support its students and families,
and works to build lasting relationships with the students and
their families.
Along with its HSI status,
more than 40 percent of ULV
students are first-generation college students, or the first member or generation in their families to attend college.
The majority of first-generation students are also Latinx,
said Aracely Gutiérrez, director
of the University’s first generation peer mentoring program.
First generation students
have their own particular growing pains when it comes to navigating college, Gutiérrez said.
“It’s a learning experience,”
Gutiérrez said. “Most of these
kids do not have support at
home. Not because their parents don’t want them to go, but
because no one at home knows
how to apply for college, write
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‘Eternal Light’

The University of La
Verne Chorale and Chamber Singers will join the
Mountainside Master Chorale and the UC Irvine
Chamber Singers in their
concert called “Eternal
Light.” The event will take
place at 3:30 p.m. Sunday at
the United Church of Christ
in Claremont. Admission is
$17 or free with student ID.
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‘Apparition’ shines
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In West Gallery

by Anabel Martinez
photography by
Drake Ingram

‘Unbound’

The Irene Carlson Gallery of Photography in
Miller Hall is currently displaying “Unbound: Senior
Thesis Exhibition.” The exhibit runs through May 30.
Admission is free.

Sarah and The
Sundays

Sarah and The Sundays and three other local
bands will perform at 7
p.m. Sunday at The Haven
in Pomona. The band has
gained traction on YouTube
with songs like “Vices”
that have gained more than
100,000 views with their
mellow and angsty lyrics.
Admission is free.

Evil Dead
Concert

Evil Dead and Bonded
Blood will perform at 7 p.m.
May 27 at the Glass House
in Pomona. With their
heavy metal guitar screeches and their intense drum
beats, the reunion show
with Bonded Blood will be
filled with head-banging
fans and mosh pits.
Admission is $20. For
more information visit theglasshouse.us.

Poetry Book
Fair

The Poetry Book Fair is
a part of Poetry Fest which
spans three days exploring
different aspects of poetry
like open mics and niche
genre themes at the Millard
Sheets Art Center at the
Fairplex in Pomona.
The festival begins at
3 p.m. Friday with a Latinx open mic. The book
fair will be from 1 p.m. to
7 p.m. Sunday with author
readings happening at 3
p.m. Admission is free.  
—Liliana Castañeda

Director of Art Galleries Dion Johnson and alumni artist Sunny
Samuel hang Samuel’s exhibit “Apparition” May 2 in the West

A

fter graduating from the University
of La Verne in 2005, alumnus Sunny
Samuel has returned to campus with
“Apparition,” a solo exhibition in the West
Gallery. “Apparition” features four 2022
acrylic paintings and plays with the idea of
fluid movement, and the overlap between
color and shape to build new circular compositions.
The abstract movement depicted in “Apparition” ties into Samuels’ real life experiences revolving around biological research,
his college tennis career and much more.
Upon entering the West Gallery space,
four medium sized acrylic on panel paintings
integrate with the open lounge area up on the
second floor of the Campus Center.
Three paintings hug one wall of the West
Gallery – “Apparition A.2,” 36 x 36; “Apparition A,” 24 x 24 inches; “Apparition A.1,”
24 x 24 inches – and one on the opposite
wall, “Apparition A.3,” 36 x 36 inches.
All four paintings integrate white negative
space, large abstract circular shapes made up
of smaller circular details, and colors like
magenta, blue, green, yellow and pink.
The sunlight that shines through the Campus Center’s large windows hit the West Gallery space, enhancing the overall viewing
experience, while studio lights shine down
on each individual painting and the name
“Apparition” in bold black letters.
“West Gallery, ideal for individual solo
projects, small to medium large works. And
it is, I think, a really great space for work that
gets daylight with all the windows and has a
lot of public traffic,” Dion Johnson, director
of art galleries and distinguished artist, said.
“So based on his work and the sizes he’s
been working in, felt like a good fit for him,

Gallery on the second floor of the Campus Center. The exhibit will
be on display from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. every day through June 10.

the space.”
The exhibition name “Apparition” is
loosely inspired by two cultural definitions
of the word, an unusual or ghost-like appearance and the act of becoming visible, Samuel
said.
Samuel graduated from the University of
La Verne in 2005 with a bachelor’s degree in
biology. Though his work is not a direct representation of science, he said he pulls from
biological concepts but also movement in all
forms.
“A lot of the ideas of biology, microscopically, that’s happening. But I also don’t want
to lose the sense of joy that happens at the
body scale,” Samuel said.
Samuel said a big part of the reason he
came to the University La Verne was to play
on the tennis team, and that also contributed
to his fascination with movement.
“Oftentimes, the idea of these units,
bouncing, moving, propelling, activating
outwards or imploding inwards, all these
kinds of movements that happen on our scale
are also an important part of the work,” Samuel said.
In many of his works, including those in
“Apparition,” Samuel incorporates a tiny
ring-like shape used to make up larger figures.
“I’ve long been obsessed with the circles
and the appearance of a human cell,” Samuel said. “They become parts of a larger unit
that I think create forms, and they also create
movements.”
Samuel said the form of this repeated circular detail is partly inspired by the gyrus,
sulcus and ridges of the human brain.
“If I make that into a circle then I stack
more circles on top of that, based on the way

those circles interact and the colors that are
there, you start to see what’s called optically
mixing the colors,” Samuel said.
Rather than using additive stacking of
colors in these paintings, he said this technique allows for colors to mix transparently
and create more of a visual stimulation in
contrast to the white negative space.
“It creates an activity, a friction, a flicker
of energy on the surface,” Samuel said.
After graduating from ULV, he went on
to medical school in 2008 with the intention
of becoming a doctor. He said long before
medical school became a dream of his during
childhood, he was naturally drawn to art.
“What I really liked to do is get under the
microscope and look at specimens, spend
my time learning about the biological world
but rather than doing technical research into
some of these questions, I was making drawings and paintings often about these concepts,” Samuel said.
Although he loved the sciences, he realized art was his central passion and left to
pursue being an artist.
“At the time, I didn’t realize that it was
this fascination with the biological world,
but I was drawn to making art about it, that
ended up leading to that change,” Samuel
said. “When I was in medical school, I also
spent a lot of my time applying the principles
of physiology and medicine to art, to topics
that I wanted to explore in painting and installation.”
He received his master’s of fine arts from
University of California Santa Barbara and
taught in the Department of Art and College
of Creative Studies, where he designed an
undergraduate studio art course at the interContinued on page 10
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Music Review

‘Fever’ is musical ode to Greek myth

David Rafael Gonzalez
LV Life Editor

Florence + The Machine’s
new album “Dance Fever,” released on May 13, is a boisterous
journey about the pent-up energy from the pandemic through a
fairytale-like production.
The name of the album comes
from a phenomenon known as
dancing mania, or “dance fever,” from Europe from the 14th
to 17th centuries. Those stricken with “dance fever,” which
spared no one, would dance until they collapsed from exhaustion and died. The sickness was
viewed as a form of possession.
After listening to the album,

the name of the album becomes
abundantly clear as the entirety
of the work is an ode to dance
and freedom as a form of dance.
The song “Choreomania,”
which was another name for
dancing mania, takes the history
of the sickness and turns it on its
head. The song takes the sickness and turns it into a form of
stress relief.
The song feels like a traditional Florence song and those
familiar with the band’s work,
especially the song “Dog Days
are Over,” would enjoy this
track.
Freedom was a major theme
throughout the album. The song
appropriately named “Free,”

is a mixture of synth and poprock that one cannot help but get
up and dance. During the track
Florence exclaims “and for a
moment/ when I’m dancing, I
am free.”
The album comes at the heels
of the pandemic that some say
took away two years of their
lives, and this song feels like a
song celebrating the moment
people are able to safely leave
their homes without fear.
The album’s opening track
and first single released “King”
is a battle between Welch’s expectations to fall into gender
roles like motherhood and her
desire to pursue art and music.
She loudly throws aside the

‘Apparation’...
Gallery and Samuel’s trust that
he could bring that vision alive.
“It’s my goal for the artist’s
voice, their work, to be front and
center and to support that idea
and that vision,” Johnson said.
He said everything from writing about the work to the installation process was collaborative.
“(My description) is hopefully more accessible to someone who may not necessarily
feel comfortable about abstract
shapes and colors,” Johnson
said.
“It’s a good starting point
into the work, but it’s certainly
not what the work is. It’s a gateway to it,” Johnson said.
Samuel said he noticed the
small circular units used in his
previous work are much more
tightly confined than those in
“Apparition.”
“They used to be very central

City Council...
Continued from page 6

tion and Kashifalghita brought
up how there are only three law
enforcement officers and one
sergeant on patrol at a time in La
Verne.
Aside from public safety,
candidates also mentioned mental health and drug abuse issues
and the services provided to help
with these problems.
“The problem is that the
homeless issue as Mr. Kesh had
stated, is the fact that we have
mentally ill revenues, and they
have more rights right now than
we do, as a fact that they do not
have to go if they don’t want
to,” said Hepburn, who is the La
Verne Mayor and part of District
Four.
In phase three, candidates
were given the opportunity to
list out the top three most important issues that they plan on
solving if elected.
Maldonado, who is running
for District Four against Hepburn and Gill, brought up the
Gold Line again but from a different perspective.

cially the outro, Welch sees her
music as her heaven.
Welch finally becomes optimistic about the state of the
world and her music in “Daffodil,” which takes inspiration
from the Greek myth of Narcissus.
“Dance Fever” is an emotional rollercoaster of an album, and
is definitely worth a listen to.
Powerhouse vocals, entrancing
production and instrumentals
and meaningful lyrics are the
makings of good music, and
“Dance Fever” has it all and
more.
David Rafael Gonzalez can
be reached at david.gonzalez9@
laverne.edu.

SoCalGas...
Continued from page 2

Continued from page 9
section of art and science.
Samuel’s art has been featured in exhibitions across Los
Angeles, New York, Santa Barbara and San Diego.
After Johnson approached
him with the idea to put up a
solo exhibition on campus, Samuel began creating all new works
specifically for the West Gallery
in January and was working up
until the installation date.
When the birth of his son
came two weeks early in April
when the show was set to open
on May 2, he created a makeshift studio in his living room.
With his newborn child and
wife by his side, the four acrylic
paintings in “Apparition” came
to life.
Johnson said creating this
exhibition was a mutual trust between him and Samuel – trust in
Samuel to create works for the

expectations and declares her
undying passion for her music through the lyrics, “I am
no mother. I am no bride. I am
king.”
Welch’s powerhouse vocals
shine on this track making the
song feel like a battle cry, especially in the bridge.
“Cassandra,” “Heaven is
Here” and “Daffodil” take inspiration from Greek mythology and heaven as a way to tell
Welch’s story through the pandemic.
In “Cassandra,” Welch likens
her inability to perform on stage
to the plight of the Greek myth
of Cassandra.
In “Heaven is Here,” espe-

in composition, and they used to
be really condensed and (could
be seen a portrait),” Samuel
said. “And since Noah was born,
my son, I started making these
in a much more… joyful.. they
expand much more into landscape, and they become much
more about motion. I was just
thinking if there was some way
that Noah had gotten me to open
these drawings up into a much
livelier space.”
“It’s super exciting for me
and my work to have it open up
in that way,” Samuel added.
“Apparition” is on view until
June 10.
The West Gallery is located
on the second floor of the Abraham Campus Center, which is
open from 7 a.m. to midnight.
Anabel Martinez can be
reached at anabel.martinez2@
laverne.edu.

cles arriving recently.
The Mirai is a part of a much
larger project going on at the
company.
Unlike most low emission
vehicles that use electricity, the
Mirai is powered by hydrogen.
SoCalGas’s planned project, the
Angeles Link, would be the largest green hydrogen infrastructure in the United States.
The main aim of the project
would be to electrify things that
are traditionally harder to do,
such as industrial production
and heavy duty trucks.
It would also decrease the demand for natural gas and potentially remove up to 25,000 tons
of smog from the air, the equivalent of removing 3.1 million cars
off the roads.
Professor of Humanities Al
Clark shared some skepticism
because natural gas is not a re-

newable form of energy and is a
large generator of methane.
Carrasco said that natural
gas would slowly fizzle out over
time. Other projects that the
company is working on include
the expanded use of wind and
solar energy, he said.
La Verne alumnus Sal Landeros asked how the expenses of
the Angeles Link was going to
be covered.
To this Carrasco said that by
using existing infrastructure and
repurposing it for its use in the
future, they could significantly
reduce the overall cost of the
project. He added in the long
run, the projects may pay for
themselves as they could provide more customers with increased access to energy.
Pedro Isao Mori can be
reached
at
pedro.mori@
laverne.edu.

view for the following day.
Two hours after the interview
Isaphani received a phone call
from Fasnacht letting him know
that he had received the job and
that his contract was in the mail.
“I didn’t know what to say. I
was so shocked,” Ispahani said.
Ispahani said he took the job
because he needed to pay for the
typing of his dissertation.
“I had no intention of going
into teaching and I was not interested in teaching. The only
reason was that I did not want
to ask my parents for money,”
Ispahani said.
After a year Ispahani decided
to stay another year at the University and he continued to stay,
which has turned into him teaching for more than 50 years.
“I love to teach and I love my
students. La Verne has been so
good to me and I want to give
back. La Verne and America
have been so good to me. I like
to give back to the University,”
Ispahani said.
“I could have retired a long

time ago, but I love it so much.
I will stay here as long as I am
healthy and as long as I am relevant,” Ispahani said. “The day I
am no longer relevant or healthy
I will quit.”
Amnaa Taha, freshman political science major, said she was
glad she attended the lecture.
“It was very fun and interesting to learn of somebody with
a different background and just
their story of coming to America, their education and how they
came to the University,” Taha
said.
Witt said that he admires
Ispahani’s journey and believes
that he is an exemplary professor.
“The breadth of his experiences, the international scope of
his devotions and commitments
and professional work represent
some of the best that we do here
at the University, so long as he is
here it is an enchanting place,”
Witt said.
Samira Felix can be reached
at samira.felix@laverne.edu.

Ispahani...

Continued from page 2
“I think the city needs to
start thinking and designing and
managing that growth in order to
make sure it’s effective. And it
still doesn’t create any additional problems for the city,” Maldonado said.
As someone who has worked
in the tech industry she also
mentioned bringing more innovation to the City, like charging
stations for electric cars. In
phase four, the audience had the
chance to ask questions for the
candidates, followed by the final
phase five which consisted of
closing statements. Candidates
were asked how they planned on
making the city more inclusive
or how they plan on improving communication between La
Verne and its residents.
Candidates reiterated many
of the same issues in their closing statements like the change to
a five district system, and public
safety.
Vincent M. Franco can be
reached at vincent.franco@
laverne.edu.

nomics from USC.
His plans were to return to
Iran after he graduated.
However, his professors encouraged him to stay and get his
doctorate.
After speaking with his parents, Ispahani decided to stay
and get his doctorate in economics from USC.
Ispahani said his professor
wanted him to have the draft for
his dissertation professionally
typed.
So he bought a typewriter.
But it was very difficult for
him at first because he had to
start over completely if he made
mistakes.
He didn’t want to ask his parents for more money to have his
dissertation typed, so he decided
to get a job.
Ispahani said he saw a job
listing for the University of La
Verne.
He called the University and
then-President Harold Fasnacht
answered the phone himself.
They scheduled a job inter-
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$40 million loan...
Continued from page 1
administration of the College
of Health and Community
Well-Being.
Kechichian said the University considered a variety of options to finance the building’s
construction, like internally issuing a bond, leasing a building
in the city of Ontario and renovating a different Ontario property, but found the loan to be the
smartest financial option.
The University has 30 years
to pay back the $40 million loan,
with a leeway for the first five
years where no loan payments
need to be made. The loan currently stands at an interest rate
of 2.75% but is expected to increase annually, Kechichian
said.
“It will change on an annual
basis because it will depend on
(Ontario’s) ability to earn more,
or less, of the money that they’re
investing for the city so it would
possibly increase every year,”
Kechichian said. “Over the last
10 years or so, my understanding is that at the height, the city
was able to make an average of
2% so if past history is something we look at, at most it’ll be
4%.”
University
Advancement
plans to depend on fundraising
to pay back the loan, so as not to
pull from the University’s budget, Kechichian said.
“University
Advancement
has developed a plan that will
fund the College and repay the
loan,” Lieberman said in an
emailed statement this week.
“The fundraising campaign will
span four years. We have a start
with gifts already totaling $4
million for construction, programming and scholarships.”
To date, ULV has received a
$2.3 million donation from class
of 1964 alumna Frances Ware, to
fund the new nursing programs.
The nursing programs will be
named after her late husband
John A. Ware, a former pharmacist and teacher, in appreciation
of her generosity.
At this year’s scholarship
gala, Adventist Health White
Memorial Hospital pledged to
donate $720,000 in scholarships
for students of the new nursing
program.
“The Board of Trustees set
the vision for the new college as
the transformative initiative that
is aligned with our mission to
serve our students and to serve
our region,” Lieberman said.
“That is exactly what this new
College will achieve. Additionally, it will graduate students in
the health professions that are
most needed in our region and
will provide outstanding careers
for our students.”
Though the loan was announced in April 2021, Vice
President of Strategic Initiatives
Brian Clocksin said this is an
idea that has been baking for a
while.
“Really, the roots of the
College can be traced back to
probably 2016,” Clocksin said.
“President Lieberman formed
the President’s Health Advisory Council of a variety of lead-

ers from across our region and
health care and the wellness
space, looking at what the global needs in our region are around
health and well-being.”
In February 2020, Clocksin
began leading a task force with
faculty members across the University to analyze the feasibility of launching a new college,
which at the time was being
called the College of Health.
“We identified a plan to be a
College of Health and Community Well-Being to really look
at the holistic aspects of health
and wellness across a variety of

a small number compared to the
University’s overall budget of
about $170 million, Kechichian
said, it will begin to close the
financial impact caused by the
decline in overall enrollment,
which was almost $30 million
loss in revenue from Fall 2018
to 2021.
Duncan said the University
believes this college is a smart
financial choice, but is also a
way to close the gap in health
care jobs in underserved regions
like in the Inland Empire.
Duncan said with the RN to
BSN program, working regis-

undergraduate bachelor’s of science in nursing program, which
will go back and forth between
the Ontario and La Verne locations.
“The first two years of their
four years is largely general
education and prerequisites,”
Clocksin said. “So those would
be held on campus, then we
would probably have the nursing
facilities, the simulation labs, in
Ontario. And so they would shift
after their first two years to be
more largely in Ontario for their
programs.”
At the moment, there are no

With the University taking out a loan as large as $40 million –
at a time when college enrollment is on the decline across
the nation – some in the community have expressed concerns.

dimensions of health, and proposed that to the board in May
of 2020,” Clocksin said. “They
adopted that as the strategic initiative for the 2025 transformational initiative for 2025 at their
board meeting in May of 2020.”
Since June 2020, Clocksin
and a variety of teams have
been working to bring the College of Health and Community
Well-Being to life.
When the city of Ontario approached the University with the
possibility of building on Ontario property, they took the chance
to jump start the idea for a new
college.
“It took about a … year and
a half before we got to a final
resolution but the city council,
the Board of Trustees approved
it,” Kechichian said. “The City
Council of Ontario approved it
at the tail end of last month.”
With the University taking
out a loan as large as $40 million
– at a time when college enrollment is on the decline across the
nation – some in the community
have expressed concerns regarding how the decision to build a
new college might affect other
programs and budgets.
“There are faculty who are
concerned that money will be
put into the new school and the
new faculty and the new budgets, and the existing wonderful
programs that we have are starving for attention,” Professor of
Sociology Sharon Davis said.
“Those individuals want assurances that they won’t be forgotten, that they will be fed, that
their budgets and their staff will
be up to acceptable levels.”
Kechichian said the University will not be pulling funds
from existing programs, but instead projects that the new College of Health and Community
Well-Being will generate revenue for not only the loan payment but to funnel into existing
programs.
Estimated revenue for the
new bachelor of science in nursing program after the first year
is projected at over $500,000.
Though the $500,000 revenue is

tered nurses will be able to reach
higher education and employment opportunities.
“Some of the nearby hospitals want to have what’s called
magnet status, which is a higher recognition of the quality of
nursing care,” Duncan said.
“They require a certain percentage of the nurses to have a bachelor’s…So there’s a shortage of
nurses overload, but there’s also
an increased demand for nurses
who have at least a bachelor’s
degree.”
However, Duncan also mentioned that some faculty believe
the market of colleges of health
is oversaturated and is also a basis for concern.
Western University of Health
Sciences in Pomona has dedicated programs to the health field
and Claremont’s Keck Graduate Institute School of Medicine
opened up their new master of
science in community medicine
in the 2022-2023 academic year.
Many more colleges are projected to open new programs to
fill the demand for nurses.
“There are a lot of colleges
of health in the market,” Duncan
added. “But our college is taking a very unique approach. It’s
not just the College of Health,
it’s the College of Health and
Community Well-Being and that
was very intentional. There’s
going to be an emphasis in all
the classes on the social determinants of health.”
Clocksin said the University already has ideas in mind
to continue to progress ULV’s
presence in the health education
field with the help of the College of Health and Community
Well-Being.
The next step in ULV nursing
programs will be a four-year undergraduate nursing degree, he
said.
Traditional
undergraduate
programs within the new College, like kinesiology and psychology, are anticipated to fully
remain on the La Verne campus,
Clocksin said. Exceptions to this
include the online RN to BSN
program and the planned future

plans for housing on the Ontario campus, and the primary goal
for future nursing students going back and forth between the
La Verne and Ontario campuses
would be aiding in transportation through Gold Line passes,
public transportation or a form
of shuttle service.
“Certainly, one of the exciting things in the next two years
as we think about when that
new campus will be ready, is the
Gold Line will have to stop right
at our campus as well as a stop
by Ontario… as a way to facilitate easy transportation backand-forth for not only students,
but faculty and staff as well,”
Clocksin said.
The College of Health and
Community Well-Being is still
a work in progress but the University hopes to continue integrating and emphasizing health
care in other programs, Clocksin
said.
“Our Health Service Management program is doing a
concentration in health analytics, and another one in health
care supply chain management
that the Masters of Health Administration students can take,”
Clocksin said. “(We’re) talking
with the College of Education

Wine...

Continued from page 7
technician Adriane Walker
poured Podere del Giuggiolo
Rosso, a red wine from Italy, for
participants who came into the
store.
Walker said she loved meeting new people and seeing how
excited people get when they
come into the store to taste wine
and look around.
“It’s such an amazing opportunity that we have to let people know what we have to offer
here,” Walker said. “We want to
be involved with the community
and offer right back to them so
we’re absolutely willing to be
available anytime that they need
us to.”
Hien Nguyen can be reached
at hien.nguyen2@laverne.edu.

about doing a medical pedagogy certificate, so for doctors and
nurses and PA’s that want to go
into teaching, and work with
programs and help educate the
next generation.”
There has also been talk of
putting a focus on developing
relationships with pharmacy
schools, local community hospitals, other universities with
graduate programs in health
and more – with the intention
of broadening pathways for
University of La Verne students
with a desire to join the health
care field.
Clocksin said at the moment,
the University plans on hiring
two new full-time faculty members for the College of Health
and Community Well-Being.
The search for a dean to sit at
the forefront of the College still
continues.
“This is the first new college
for the University in a number
of years,” Clocksin said. “So
that notion of transformational
inspirational leader is certainly
somebody we’re looking for in
that role. We are, again, thinking
holistically in the field of health
and well-being so it doesn’t have
to be a clinician, like a doctor or
a nurse or physician assistant,
but somebody that has an understanding of both the clinical
aspect of health and well-being,
as well as a community medicine and public health aspects of
health and well-being… leadership experience in higher education or health care.”
Clocksin said the University
has had a very robust pool of
candidates and has interviewed
over 20 for the dean position.
“We anticipate to do two
or three more here in the next
month before the semester ends,
hopefully, to make sure that we
get the right candidate and campus community gets a chance to
interact with those candidates,”
Clocksin said.
Anabel Martinez can be
reached at anabel.martinez2@
laverne.edu.

Libraries...

Continued from page 7

have the option to read a book
and put it back or take it home
and finish it as a bedtime story,”
Meza said.
With summer approaching,
Mira challenges students to
take on different activities such
as visiting a park and reading a
book.
“Reading expands your mind
so much that instead of being
on a tablet, go within your own
brain and use your imagination,”
Mira said. “It’s a good way to
dive into a new world.”
For
more
information
on little free libraries visit
littlefreelibrary.org.
For more information on the
Latino and Latina Roundtable
visit their Instagram @latinolatinaroundtable.sgpv.
Yulissa Chavez can be
reached at yulissa.chavez@
laverne.edu.
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Shiota goes from underdog to top dog
Aidan Balderas
Staff Writer
For years, Brandon Shiota dreamed of playing college
baseball but faced self-doubt because of his size and plate discipline. In 2022 Shiota is the best
player in the conference.
Shiota recently won the SCIAC Athlete of the Year award
for the NCAA Division III.
He is a huge contributor to
the La Verne baseball team, with
eight home runs, 62 RBI, and a
.418 batting average his senior
year.
He bats fourth in the lineup
and is arguably the most impactful player on a championship-contending La Verne team.
For the 22-year-old senior

business administration major
who has been playing baseball
almost his whole life, his personality also revolves around the
sport. He holds himself accountable, learns from his failures, is
hard on himself and is willing to
make adjustments.
Shiota did not grow up with
much, but his parents made sacrifices for him. His kindness and
willingness to help others is recognized by his teammates and
coaches. Shiota credits much
of his success to his former and
current teammates and coaches
from Gahr High School in Cerritos along with the University of
La Verne.
Shiota said he takes nothing
for granted. He said his mother
took him to Mexico when he

Track team preps
for Nationals
Sarah Van Buskirk
Sports Editor

The La Verne track and field
team was absent from the standings during Azusa Pacific College’s Last Chance two day meet
at Citrus Stadium starting on
May 13 but four Leopards made
their marks, shining through
from the rest of the team’s quiet
performance.
Junior hurdler Zachary Reid
has excelled throughout the season and placed fifth in the men’s
110 hurdles with a time of 14.45
seconds. Reid pushed past his
recent time barrier, cutting over
two-tenths of a second from his
previous races.
“I thought my start was all
right, but after I finished my
team was saying that I got an
absolutely amazing start,” Reid
said. “With my start being as
good as it was, it propelled me
into each hurdle and I was making sure I stayed aggressive,
which helped me finish all the
way through where I needed to
be.”
Freshman jumper Zackery
Deering-Haddix scaled the high
jump crossbar at a height of 1.99
meters, or 6-6, for the eighth
spot on the leaderboard.
“This meet was a little bit
more competitive than what we
usually see in conference as we
were going against bigger Division I schools,” Deering-Haddix
said. “So knowing that I knew I
had to stay a lot more focused.”
Deering-Haddix said his goal
for his next meet is to be his personal record of 6-8 and reach
6-9.
The Leopards sustained their
orbit in the air with junior jumper Olivia Magby, whose struggle
with injury has not restricted her
ability to show her hard work
and determination from beginning to end. Magby placed 10th
in women’s high jump at a peak

of 1.57 meters, or 5-1.
“I performed the best I have
so far this season,” Magby
said. “Each bar that I cleared,
I cleared on my first attempt. It
definitely helps in the process of
not wasting jumps.”
Magby said that her next
meet will be her final meet of her
athletic career. Even though she
is currently a junior, her journey
with scoliosis has issued her to
close the chapter of track and
field in her life.
Sophomore sprinter Ivan Estrada, who has aided the merit of
the men’s 4x400 relay as a leg in
the race, placed 27th out of 40
runners in the men’s 100-meter
dash. Estrada crossed the finish
line with a time of 11.11 seconds.
“I ran the race exactly how
my coaches told me to, with
drive and with top-end speed,”
Estrada said. “It all worked out
because I won my heat, so overall I am really happy with my
season’s performance.”
Currently, five Leopards
have tentatively secured themselves a spot as a participant in
the NCAA National Championships. Out of 50 competitors in
each event, the Top 20 will be in
the running to a national title.
La Verne’s qualifiers are
Reid for the men’s 110-meter
hurdles, Deering-Haddix for
the men’s high jump, freshman sprinter T.K. Herhe for
the men’s 10,000-meter and the
men’s 5,000-meter, sophomore
distance runner Michael Sahagun for the men’s 5,000-meter and freshman Mira Juncaj
in the combined events for the
100-meter hurdles.
The three-day NCAA National Championships will be hosted
by Grand Valley State University in Michigan on May 26-28.
Sarah Van Buskirk can be
reached at sarah.vanbuskirk@
laverne.edu.

was young, and they would live
on a farm for days with no electricity and his father taught him
gratitude and kindness.
“My dad raised me to be
grateful for what you have,”
Shiota said. “He would always
be kind and give rides to kids
for example. I credit that to how
I am as a person. I will always
go the extra mile to help someone like a coach after practice
with something. I know if I was
in that same situation, I would
want someone to help me too.”
Shiota grew up in Cerritos,
and he played only one full year
of varsity baseball at Gahr High
School. He was able to obtain a
scholarship to the University of
La Verne where he said his life
changed for the better.
“I wasn’t that good compared
to everyone else in high school,
considering I only played varsity for one year,” Shiota said. “I
have really evolved as a baseball
player and I credit that a lot to
my coaches for doing such a
good job with me. It’s so rewarding to see results after hours and
hours of hard work.”
At 5-foot-7, Shiota was always the shortest on his teams.
“I have always played like I
am the smallest guy on the field.
I use my speed to my game,”
Shiota said. “I definitely always
had the potential growing up because I would hit the balls hard.

However, it was never like the
consistency I have now. Being a
small guy I was always shy in my
playing style, I wouldn’t swing
the bat at all, which caused me
to lose confidence and struggle
a lot. Mentally I was out of it
and it hurt at the time knowing I
could do it physically.”
Shiota said he felt like he had
nothing to lose, and that is the
same mentality he maintained
this year and during his senior
year at Gahr. Shiota was able to
gain confidence, he said. That
same confidence earned him a
scholarship to La Verne where
the rest is history.
“A big influence on how I
play and how I train is my best
friend Mikey Perez,” Shiota said. “He took me under his
wing. I don’t think I would have
the success I am having now
without his advice.”
Shiota is finishing his undergrad now that the season is over.
After graduation, he plans to
play summer ball in Canada.
“Once baseball is over I will
be headed to Canada,” Shiota
said. “My plan is to have fun and
see what opportunities there are
for graduate school or any draft
possibilities. If it doesn’t pan out
then I will play in an independent league. My goal is to play
baseball for as long as I possibly
can.”
Shiota’s kind deeds and at-

titude have earned him the respect of former and current
teammates. Many on the team
consider him a leader and a big
influence for their own success.
“He is a great player who can
lead by example and vocally,”
freshman infielder and business
administration major Malachi
Francois said.
Sophomore communications
major Anthony Salcedo said
Shiota’s strong character shines
through.
“How he treats others is his
best quality. He is always focused on working.” Salcedo
said. “I know he is someone I
could always count on whether
it be now or 50 years in the future.”
“Even though he’s one of
the best players on the team, he
does not mind taking time out of
his day to help the freshman or
struggling hitters,” said junior
communications major Kevon
Churchill.
Shiota plans to have a polished baseball career for years
to come.
“If baseball ever comes to an
end for me, my goal in the future
is to build my own training facility and help kids learn the game
that I have loved my whole life,”
Shiota said.
Aidan Balderas can be
reached at aidan.balderas@
laverne.edu.

2021-2022 Academic Excellence Award Recipients
Academic departments each year identify students who have been recognized for academic achievement.
Along with this recognition, each candidate is gifted a special commemorative pen that is embossed with
their full name. We are delighted to recognize the following student scholars on behalf of the academic
departments who nominated them:
Accounting
Hongyang Chai
Vivianna De La Torre

Chemistry
Evan James Nario
Josue Hernandez

Anthropology
Yadira Quintero
Audrey Strople

Communications/
Multimedia
Chase Siffert

ASC Tutors
Quinn Hannah
Kristina Mariani

Communications/
Public Affairs
Andrew Gutierrez
Greta Taylor

Broadcasting/Radio
Bryce Banks
Brianna Gonzalez
Broadcasting/
Television
Sarah Serrano
Kristyn Reed
Business
Administration
Brenna Jaime
Beichen Fan
Business Administration
(Business Finance)
Brandon Shiota
Drew Reddick
Business Administration
(HR Management)
Brianna De La Torre
Tanner Siffert
Business Administration
(Business Management)
Ju Lee
Ryana Bueno
Business Administration
(Marketing)
Cristian Gonzalez

Computer Science/
Artificial Intelligence
Mohamed Alkhyeli
Dayra Leon
Computer Science/
Engineering
George Gonzalez
Daniel Ramos
Computer Science/
Info Science
Sean Costello
Rebecca Fischer
Computer Science/
Internet Programming
Marlene Boyce
Antonio Flores Marquez
Computer Science/Software
John Hofmann
Lachlan Tatterson

Creative Writing
Selena Cordar
Cara Musashi
Criminology
Justine Martin
Naidely Coria

E-Commerce/Info Systems
of E-Commerce
Mark Garcia
Bill Liang

Journalism/
Broadcast Journalism
Jonathan Garcia
Valerie Valadez

Economics
Lucine Karapetian
Shue Him Murphy Li

Kinesiology
Natalie Maldonado
Gabriel Weiss

Educational Studies
Taylor Geene
Ashley Perez

Mathematics
Allison Pari
Tara Francis

French
Isela Chávez
Julieta Del Toro

Music
Kate Correnti
Danielle Hernandez

History
Kylee Mock
Sidnee Berreyes

Photography
Melody Blazauskas
Rachel Kendrick

Honors
Charnpreet Takher
Sarah Ramirez

Political Science
Elias Christopher Fierro
Hector Andree Pereyra

Information Technology
Craig Frank
Eric Chelette

Psychology
Ariana Trinh
Nadyah Shah

International Bus &
Language - Spanish
Victoria Cárdenas
Catherine Ursache

Rhetoric & Comm. Studies
Esilanna McMenamin

International Studies
Lauren Miranda
Jaylene Acosta
Journalism/Journalism
Jacob Barriga
Anabel Martinez

Political Communication
Adam Pepper
Social Science
Janette Martinez
Sociology
Jacqueline Huerta
Natalia Carrillo
Spanish
Mariana Braña
Cristina Soto-Arredondo

